What were the challenges you had to overcome? My main challenge was to get used to the English language. As a Norwegian speaker I am fairly used to English, however actually having to prepare for the PTE test was very challenging.

How would you describe your teachers training style? My teacher is Nathan Jones. We were only 4 students in the class, so each and every one of us got a lot of feedback from our teacher. We also did the mock-test several times over.

How will the skills you have learnt at EE help towards your future? The skills I’ve learned from Nathan helped me build confidence to get a high score on the PTE-test. I plan to use the results to apply for Nursing Registration so I can work as a registered nurse in Australia.

What has been your best experience at EE? I really appreciated receiving personal feedback from Nathan and the other great teachers working at EE. I also received a lot of helpful advice from Billie about the process of getting the correct Visa and how to apply for my nursing registration.

Would you recommend the course to your friends? I will definitely recommend EE to everyone who wants to immigrate to Australia and needs language training.